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Key takeaways
Political developments
The Lebanese government collapsed on October 29 th when Saad Hariri resigned as prime minister in
response to nearly two weeks of unprecedented popular uprising against the ruling establishment.
Hariri’s resignation came after coalition partners rejected his plan to carry out a limited cabinet reshuffle to get rid of the ministers most unpopular with the protesters, including Gibran Bassil.

Economic developments
One week prior to the Hariri’s resignation, the cabinet had agreed to a series of sweeping economic
reforms aimed at appeasing the protesters by cancelling proposed taxes and slashing the state deficit.
Most of the reform package was included in the draft 2020 state budget cabinet passed on to the parliament, just in time for the October 22nd constitutional deadline and one week before Hariri resigned.
The draft state budget for 2020 is now being reviewed and amended in parliament, but without Hariri
in government, the fate of the reforms and the wider budget he drafted remains unclear. Moreover,
given the new cabinet formation, a budget – in whatever form it takes - might not be passed this year.

Humanitarian developments
Due to the nation-wide uprising, most national and international NGOs partially or fully suspended
operations in the last two weeks of October, meaning many refugees did not receive support.
The ministry for the displaced has brought down the number of unsolved files for Lebanese citizens
displaced from their homes during the civil war and aim to settle the remaining 100+ cases within
weeks. Needless to say, this timeline seems unrealistic given the current political circumstances.

Security developments
On October 17th an anti-establishment uprising unseen in decades began as hundreds of thousands of
protesters launched hundreds of demonstrations, roadblocks and riots across Lebanon.
It started as a truly non-partisan cross-sectarian movement straddling all socio-economic strata, but
supporters of opposition parties gradually began to use the protests as a platform for political benefit.
FPM, Amal and Hezbollah supporters later began a combination of counter-demonstrations and outright crackdowns on the anti-establishment protests that aggravated political and sectarian tensions.
In mid-October Lebanon witnessed an unusual wave of wildfires that ruined many square kilometres
of forest and residential areas as the Lebanese authorities proved wholly unprepared for such a crisis.

Local developments
In northern Lebanon Tripoli became the local, and in some ways national, epicentre of the anti-establishment uprising. Although the number of protests and roadblocks declined in late October, Hariri’s
resignation brought Future Movement supports to the streets and breathed new life to the unrest.
The Bekaa Valley witnessed numerous demonstrations and roadblocks along the main highways and
secondary roads after the uprising started but the frequency and intensity declined in late October.
Downtown Beirut was the cradle of the popular uprising against the ruling class and has been the site
of multiple violent encounters between protesters, partisan activists and security forces.
South Lebanon witnessed the most widespread and systematic crackdown on protesters as Amal supporters enraged by defamations of Nabih Berri intimidated and assaulted activists across the region.

Future developments
President Aoun will start consultations for the nomination of a new prime minister, which will likely
be Hariri if his preconditions for either a cabinet with technocrats or one without Bassil are met.
Protests will likely continue in the main squares of Beirut, Tripoli, Saida and in some rural areas.
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Political developments
Popular uprising brings down the government
Saad Hariri has resigned as prime minister and brought down the Lebanese government just nine months
after it was formed. This dramatic step has created a major political crisis in Lebanon rooted in the political establishment’s insufficient response to a massive anti-government uprising the broke out midmonth. The uprising began on October 17 th after Minister of Telecommunications Mohammed Choucair
confirmed plans for a 6 USD per month tax on phone users with voice-call apps like WhatsApp as part of
a set of new taxes to in the 2020 state budget. This proved the straw that broke the proverbial camel’s
back and ignited all the popular anger towards the ruling class’ management of the country that has built
up in recent years. Nation-wide civil unrest broke out the same evening and only grew in size and geographical scope over the next two weeks with hundreds of thousands protesting in the streets and calling
on the cabinet to resign in favour of a technocratic government and new elections.
One thing setting this stated ‘revolution’ apart from anything seen since the civil war is the extent to
which it includes Lebanese of all sects, regions and socio-economic classes. Even more uniquely, the combination of fear and taboo previously deterring protesters from naming and shaming individual political
leaders has disappeared. In downtown Beirut and many other parts of Lebanon, protesters were cursing
and mocking Free Patriotic Movement (FPM) leader Gibran Bassil in the most offensive terms available
in the Lebanese language. In Tyre - an Amal bastion - protesters openly chanted that Parliamentary
Speaker Nabih Berri is a thief while others vandalized his wife’s properties. In Tripoli, rioters defamed
and destroyed posters and property of Saad Hariri, Najib Mikati and Faisal Karami, while Hariri personally is being mocked across Lebanon for his alleged 16 million USD affair with a South African bikini
model. Some even called President Michel Aoun a thief, a criminal offense under Lebanese law that has
landed many activists in prison. In other words, it was the biggest, most inclusive and audacious protests
since the 1992 riots that forced then-Prime Minster Omar Karami to resign over a similar economic crisis.
The day after the uprising began, Hariri promised the Lebanese people major reforms and gave his partners in the government 72 hours to agree on a sweeping set of reform measures designed to appease the
hundreds of thousands of protesters rallying around Lebanon. Barely 30 hours later Samir Geagea, rather
than helping his nominal political ally Hariri in weathering the storm, announced the Lebanese Forces’
(LF) resignation from the cabinet and encouraged party supporters to join the uprising. As detailed in
our last monthly report, LF has long found itself in the awkward position of acting like opposition from
within the government. The party denied in late September that it would leave the government but the
unexpected outbreak of an unprecedented wave of anti-establishment protests was a convenient time
for the LF to abandon ship. Geagea evidently sought to position LF as an opposition party whose interests
and demands align with the protesters, hoping that this would translate into political support. Established political opposition elements like the Kataeb, the Popular Nasserite Organisation and independent
MPs like Paula Yacoubian had already sided with the protesters.
The protest movement praised the LF resignation as the first sign of collapse of the ruling elite. But there
was little discernible increase in support for the party. Some protesters interviewed on live TV in Jal alDib after Geagea’s announcement scorned him as merely a part of the ruling establishment while labelling him a ‘zionist’ for his civil war-era collaboration with the Israeli occupation. Geagea appears to have
missed the fact that the uprising was triggered exactly by the financial austerity measures that his party
promotes. LF was not only in favour of the proposed WhatsApp tax but was even accused by the minister
of telecommunications of proposing it. Despite Geagea’s calls on Hariri and Jumblatt to also resign, the
cabinet remained intact to focus on the reform package promised by Hariri to appease the protesters.
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Shortly before the expiration of the 72-hour deadline on the evening of October 21 st, Hariri announced
that his government had agreed on a package of drastic economic reform measures unprecedented in
scope (see more below). But it fell far short of protester demands for a new government and fresh elections, deemed as nothing short of necessary to structurally solve Lebanon’s economic problems. As the
demonstrations continued unabated, several political leaders began pressing for the resignations of specific ministers and a limited cabinet reshuffle as the next step to appease the protesters. Free Patriotic
Movement leader and Minister of Foreign Affairs Gibran Bassil, undoubtedly the most unpopular figure
among the protesters, was the main target. Indeed, the cross-sectarian political opposition to Bassil gradually taking shape since last year jumped on the opportunity to undermine him politically. This included
christian rivals like the Lebanese Forces and the Kataeb as well as hardline members/affiliates of the
Future Movement such as Ashraf Rifi. Even Marada Movement leader Suleiman Frangieh took a swipe at
Bassil for alleged corruption, also reflecting their latent rivalry over the 2022 presidential elections.
Throughout the week following the announcement of the reform package, Hariri held intensive talks with
other political leaders for a potential cabinet reshuffle consisting mainly of replacing the most unpopular
ministers, including Bassil, Amal Minister of Finance Ali Hassan Khalil and Future Movement Minister of
Telecommunications Muhammed Choucair along with Marada Movement Minister of Public Works and
Transportation Youssef Fenianos and Progressive Socialist Party Minister of Industry Wael Abu Faour.
The idea of a cabinet reshuffle gained support from some parties in the government, especially those
agreeing with Hariri that ousting Bassil was necessary to quell the protesters. However, FPM founder
President Michel Aoun and Bassil himself were completely opposed to the idea and appear to have been
backed by Hezbollah. With the prospects of a limited reshuffle obstructed, Hariri was caught in a dilemma
of either remaining head of an increasingly unpopular government with the most unpopular ministers or
resign. On October 29th he submitted his resignation to President Aoun, who accepted it the following day
and asked the outgoing cabinet to remain in a caretaker capacity until a new one is formed. Hariri’s resignation was met by massive celebrations by protesters all around Lebanon.
The collapse of the Lebanese government, which seemed so unlikely before October 17th, reflected insurmountable differences among political elites over how to respond to the sudden uprising. In the first
week of the protests, the four cornerstones of the government – the Future Movement, the FPM, Hezbollah and Amal (bound together by the Hariri-Aoun presidential settlement, the FPM-Hezbollah pact and
the Hezbollah-Amal alliance) had dismissed calls for the cabinet’s resignation. However, as popular anger
and political pressure aimed at Bassil specifically began to mount, the four-way alliance came under immense pressure. In this Hariri was undoubtedly the weakest link.
Since late 2017 when he was forced to resign under duress in Saudi Arabia, Hariri has been under tremendous domestic and international pressure to curb the influence of Hezbollah and its allies in the Lebanese government, especially Bassil. This pressure returned to unprecedented levels in the second week
of the protests, and Hariri was much less equipped to resist than two years earlier. Afterall, he lost onethird of the Future Movement seats in parliament in 2018 and a corresponding loss of influence within
his new cabinet. As a result, Hariri’s popularity was at an absolute low point of his career and faced a
choice that could decide his political fate. Had he agreed to the calls by the other three main parties in the
government to keep the cabinet unchanged and push ahead with economic reforms only, he would
gravely jeopardise whatever support he had left with both his sunni base in Lebanon, political associates
in the future Movement, and his patrons abroad, especially Riyadh. He could have risked political extinction in the next elections. Conversely, resigning as prime minister could allow him to shore up support
from his sunni base, the hard-liners within the Future Movement, his allies in the LF and the PSP as well
as his external patrons, which could reflect positively in the next parliamentary elections. In other words,
Hariri made a calculated political gamble which may yet prove to be profitable. Indeed, he may even be
nominated to head a new government tailored to his erstwhile plans for a limited cabinet reshuffle.
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In contemplating resignation, Hariri certainly reflected on the possibility that the FPM, Hezbollah, Amal
and their smaller political allies, who together hold a majority of parliament seats, nominate another
sunni figure to head a new government. Fortunately for Hariri, the odds are in his favour. The prospects
of another unity government being formed by a March 14th-leaning or consensual sunni figure is unlikely
since most candidates will be highly reluctant to take the mantle at a time of unprecedented popular
anger, and certainly not without the approval of Hariri who, after all, is still the leading sunni politician
in Lebanon. There is also the possibility that the FPM-Hezbollah-Amal bloc could nominate a closely allied
sunni figure to form a March 8th-leaning government, as happened after Hariri’s 2011 resignation when
Najib Mikati became prime minister. Although pro-Syria figures have proposed this option, even naming
Abdelrahim Mrad as a candidate, the prospects of a March 8th cabinet also seem unlikely.
Paradoxically, Hariri’s alleged soft stance towards the pro-Syria bloc led by FPM and Hezbollah has been
both a source of strength and weakness. It has eroded his support at home and abroad but also gives him
arguably unique leverage over the March 8th parties. Hariri’s pro-west/pro-Gulf and anti-Syria credentials serve to deflect domestic and international allegations of a “Hezbollah government” or “pro-Syria
government”. FPM and Hezbollah fully appreciate the strategic benefits of having a politically weak prime
minister with these credentials, especially when US-led pressure on Iran and Hezbollah is intensifying.
There is even speculation that the EU may definitively suspend Cedre funding and the US may follow
through on long-rumoured sanctions against Hezbollah’s allies in the Lebanese government, if a purely
March 8th cabinet is formed. In other words, FPM, Hezbollah and Amal may need Hariri as much as he
needs them. Hariri tried unsuccessfully to use this leverage to initiate a limited cabinet reshuffle.
Surely, Hezbollah is dissatisfied with the turn of events. Naturally, the party wanted to maintain a government where it and its allies wielded predominant influence but fully appreciated that the protesters
might bring it down and was initially not dismissive towards their demands for economic reforms. An
often-ignored fact is that many of the socially-oriented redistributive economic reforms and anti-corruption measures demanded by the protesters have been supported by Hezbollah within the government
for years. But the party has had little luck herein due to the obstruction by its partners in government,
not only the Future Movement but also its own allies FPM and Amal. This is one reason Hezbollah fully
endorsed the Hariri reform package - not only was it geared towards appeasing protesters and keeping
the government intact, but because Hezbollah also supported the substance.
Moreover, Hezbollah might even have endorsed a limited cabinet reshuffle as another means to appease
protester. But this proposal was derailed mainly by opposition from the FPM. Thus, Hezbollah’s alliance
with the FPM was greatly restricting its ability to meet protester demands, at least halfway. In fact, with
Bassil the main target of protest anger and Amal’s popularity plummeting after its supporters cracked
down on protesters in southern Lebanon, Hezbollah’s allies were turning into liabilities. But finding itself
in the same dilemma as Hariri of either remaining in government with Bassil or leaving, Hezbollah had
little choice but to preserve its strategic alliance with the FPM despite the massive reputational and political damage it would occur. Maintaining the alliance with the FPM was paradoxically becoming all the
more necessary as parts of the protests increasingly turned anti-Hezbollah in nature. However, the
party’s supporters’ violent clashes with the protesters only undermined its popularity even further.
In sum, much of the current political crisis comes down to the popular and political controversy surrounding Gibran Bassil’s personae. As Walid Jumblatt joined the chorus calling for Bassil’s dismal from
the cabinet - revealing that the PSP-FPM reconciliation in August and September was more superficial
than substantial - it became politically untenable for Hariri to maintain a government with the FPM
leader. However, both President Aoun and Bassil refused a reshuffle that would see Bassil leave the cabinet. And as Hezbollah was unable to prod its allies into more serious concessions to appease the protesters and meet Hariri’s minimum demands for limited economic and political reforms, the cabinet fell.
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Timeline of October uprising

The authorities
17th: Several ministers confirm that new
taxes on voice-call apps are being planned

18th: Hariri promises immediate reforms
and gives his government partners 72
hours to agree on specific measure

19th: Samir Geagea announces the Lebanese
Forces' resignation from the government

The demonstrators
17th: The announcement triggers protests
and roadblocks in downtown Beirut escalating into riots, vandalism and scuffles
with security forces. Protests quickly
spread to many other parts of the country

18th: Hariri's announcement fails to pacify
the protesters as riots, demonstrations
and roadblocks continue

19th: Protesters celebrate Geagea's announcement as the first sign of the 'fall of
the regime', and the demonstrations assume a more carnivalesque character

21st: Hariri announces that cabinet has
agreed to a package of sweeping reforms
21st: Protesters dismiss Hariri's reforms
as falling far short of their demand for a
change of government
22nd: Facing persistent unrest, Hariri begins
secret negotiations for a cabinet reshuffle
23rd: Protesters and Hezbollah supporters clash in downtown Beirut
28th: Hariri's efforts to complete a cabinet
reshuffle fail
29th: Amal and Hezbollah supporters raid
a large protest site in downtown Beirut

29th: Hariri announces his resignation
29th: The number and intensity of protests and roadblocks decreases
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Economic developments
Outgoing cabinet adopts sweeping economic reforms
As mentioned above, the proposed taxes on voice-calling apps like WhatsApp and other financial austerity measures mulled by the cabinet in mid-October during discussions of the 2020 state budget triggered
the current popular uprising against the establishment. The taxes were announced by Minister of Telecommunications Muhammed Choucair who later accused the Lebanese Forces’ then-Deputy Prime Minister Ghassan Hasbani of hatching the idea. Either way, the measures had broad cross-partisan support
within the cabinet and were deemed necessary to unlock Cedre funding. But following the uprising, all
parties sought to distance themselves from the proposed taxes and instead scrambled to come up with
alternative measures. The main challenge was to find economic reforms symbolically significant enough
to satisfy protester demands and substantial enough to satisfy Cedre donor expectations. This necessitated a dramatically revised budget that would have to be achieved within the 72-hour deadline set by
Hariri on October 19th because the council of ministers is constitutionally obligated to submit the draft
budget to parliament before the legislature’s regular fall session began on October 22 nd.
Late on October 21st Hariri announced that the cabinet had agreed on an economic reform package to
solve all the problems at hand. Firstly, it includes the highly ambitious goal of lowering the deficit in the
2020 budget to just 0.6% of GDP, down by a staggering seven percentage-points from the 2019 budget.
This is supposed to be achieved by a range of cost-cutting measures like privatising public assets in the
telecommunications sector along with MEA and Casino du Liban. Moreover, the salaries, benefits and
pensions of current and former presidents, ministers and parliamentarians will be slashed by 50%. Finally, the plan is to sell 3.4 billion USD in treasury bills carrying a 1% annual interest rate to the central
bank (80%) and commercial banks (20%) to swap high-interest debt with low-interest debt to reduce
debt servicing costs. The government reportedly also aims to raise 400 million USD by imposing a 2%
tax on bank revenues, mostly made from the government paying off its own debt anyway. The commercial banks will likely resist subscribing to nearly 700 million USD in low-interest bills that they will also
be taxed on, but the presence of politicians among shareholders and board members gives the government solid leverage. The criminal charges against Bank Audi for its role in the erupted Mikati corruption
scheme may also aim to send a signal about what will happen to the banks not agreeing to bail out the
state. On the expenditure side, the budget includes an additional 13.3 million USD on programmes for the
poor and 160 million USD in subsidies for housing loans. Moreover, the reforms also entail the dissolution
of the ministry of information, the Central Fund for the Displaced, the Council for the South, and the Council for Development and Reconstruction. Outside the framework of the budget, the reform package also
includes the adoption of a law to recover money stolen by corrupt officials.
As mentioned above, the reform package was broadly rejected by the protest movement as inadequate.
But it was welcomed by the international community. Nonetheless, the International Support Group for
Lebanon which includes the EU, US, Arab League, Russia, China, the UK, France, Germany and Italy welcomed Hariri’s reforms as ‘in line with the aspirations of the Lebanese people’. This is blatant falsehood
given explicit protester opposition to Hariri’s reform package, but reveals how little international appetite there is for more revolution and turmoil in the Middle East in general and Lebanon in particular.
Despite the protester’s disappointment with the reforms, they were included in the 2020 budget draft
submitted by the cabinet to parliament, within the constitutional deadline and one week before Hariri’s
resignation. The reforms were Hariri’s brainchild and it is unclear if Hezbollah, Amal and the FPM will
maintain the reform measures and the wider budget in its current form as it makes its way through parliament (currently being reviewed by the budget and finance committee headed by FPM’s Ibrahim Kanaan). If, when and how the budget passes are thus quite uncertain under the current circumstances.
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Humanitarian developments
Uprising obstructs schooling and aid operations
The massive civil unrest that broke out in Lebanon on October 17 th, especially the dozens of roadblocks
implemented around the country, greatly obstructed the movement of people and goods. As a result, the
Lebanese ministry of education suspended classes in educational facilities around the country for nearly
two entire weeks from October 18th onwards, meaning hundreds of thousands of children and youth
missed out on education. The afternoon shifts for around 150,000-210,000 Syrian refugee children being
taught in Lebanese schools had only started fall classes on October 14 th. This was already later than originally planned due to a 9 million funding gap carried on from the spring school semester. This left many
teachers without having received salaries since June, prompting several protests around Lebanon since
then. Some Lebanese media blamed unnamed corrupt officials for being responsible for the missing
money while the ministry of education claimed donors had failed to live up to their commitments. A joint
statement by Minister of Education Akram Chehayeb and various UN officials provided few details about
the causes of the funding gap. It merely said that ‘clarification was made around the priority payments’
for the outstanding salaries to teacher. This “clarification” did however not clarify to the public why they
had not been paid or the causes of the funding gap. But their discussion of ‘future alternative funding
modalities’ does indicate that a structural problem in the funding mechanism was at play. In any case,
education for Syrian school children in Lebanon is now funded for the rest of the year, hopefully enough
time to adopt a more stable mechanism by 2020. The massive civil unrest across Lebanon however also
led many local and international NGOs to either have staff working from home and/or greatly reduce
operations from October 18th and throughout the remainder of the month. Activities were gradually resumed in the last days of the month but still challenged by lingering roadblocks in specific areas. While it
is impossible to determine all the exact implications that this temporary pause had on beneficiaries, a full
resumption of aid operations in November should ensure not leaving any long-term irreversible effects.

More Lebanese IDP files completed
Minister of the Displaced Ghassan Atallah in early October announced that he is on the verge of completing the remaining
10% of files of Lebanese displaced from their homes during
the civil war and entitled to compensation. Most of the cases
involve christians displaced from the Chouf in 1983 during the
war between druze Progressive Sociality Party militiamen and
Lebanese Forces fighters. The ministry and the Central Fund
for the Displaced have spent billions of USD since 1990 on resettling IDPs in a highly inefficient scheme mired by countless
reports of corruption and graft. However, due to Atallah’s longMister of Displaced Ghassan Atallah
standing membership of the FPM and the broader tensions
with the PSP and the Lebanese Forces, the main parties in the 1983 war, has inevitably led to political
feuds over whose support base should deserve the last of the dwindling funding and the unresolved civil
war narrative over villains and victims. Despite political feuds and alleged obstruction by the ministry’s
general-director, PSP-affiliate Ahmed Mahmoud, Atallah has managed to sort out the thousands of unsolved IDP compensation files since becoming minister in January. In early October he announced to have
brought the number of outstanding cases to around 128, who he claims will be processed soon to pave
the way for the abolition of the ministry in 2022. However, with the cabinet resignation sending Lebanon
into a major political crisis, the IDP crisis will likely not figure high on the list of political priorities.
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Security developments
Unprecedent uprising erupts across Lebanon
On October 17th a proposed set of new draconian taxes triggered a wave of civil unrest that quickly spread
across Lebanon, leaving hardly any district untouched by the several hundreds of demonstrations and
roadblocks (see local sections below). Several factors were especially worth noting. First, the unrest was
spontaneous and uncoordinated localised manifestations of genuine popular anger towards the entire
political establishment (see more above) held by Lebanese from all sectarian and socio-economic strata.
There were absolutely no credible signs that any internal or external political actors were instigating or
fuelling the initial demonstrations. Secondly, conservative approximation of estimated turnouts places
the total daily number of protesters from October 18 th-23rd in the hundreds of thousands at least. Activists themselves claim more than 1 million took to the streets, which would render the size comparable to
the 2005 demonstrations that led to the Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon. Thirdly, the amount of violence, riots and outright vandalism was surprisingly limited, mostly confined to Beirut, Tripoli and a few
areas in South Lebanon. And overall, protesters showed remarkable commitment to remaining peaceful
and even cleaned up some of the venues hosting the daily demonstrations, like Riad al-Solh Square in
Beirut. This has been crucial in maintaining passive support from those parts of the population who have
not mobilised and to avoid providing the authorities a pretext for unrestricted heavy-handedness, as well
as secured a large degree of tolerance and passive goodwill from the Lebanese army. This even as the
hundreds of protests and roadblocks naturally also had an indirect destructive impact on the economy
by obstructing the freedom of people and goods, curbing internal trade and forcing all bank branches to
close from October 18th to 31st, longer than any closure even during the civil war.
However, the protesters quickly faced two inter-linked challenges. One was that some demonstrations
were infiltrated early on by political party supporters using them as platforms for partisan agendas. The
evident involvement of Kataeb and Lebanese Forces (LF) partisans in protests in Jal al-Dib and Riad alSolh Square involved overt calls for disarming ‘the terrorist organisation Hezbollah’, an issue the initial
protesters were completely unconcerned with as it has little impact on the economy, basic services or
corruption. Future Movement-affiliated ex-militia leader Amer Arish was also arrested on October 24th
while instigating riots in Tripoli’s Beddawi area. In both eastern Beirut, Tripoli and Zahle there were
reports of partisans establishing (civil-war-like) rogue checkpoints checking IDs of anyone passing
through. The infiltration of partisan agendas thus threatened the unity of the genuine protest movement.
A second related challenge to the protest movement was that supporters of establishment parties, mainly
the FPM, Amal and Hezbollah, launched a number of counter-demonstrations to support their leaders.
Such manifestations devolved – sometimes intended and sometimes not – into scuffles with the antiestablishment protesters in a manner sometimes bordering outright assault, occasionally with support
from armed non-state and state actors. Such incidents were initially confined to south Lebanon where
Amal supporters engaged protesters head-on, but later spread to the greater Beirut area, as well as to
Metn district where FPM supporters also clashed with protesters. Some confrontations directly related
to Kataeb and LF partisans infiltrating specific protests. For example, when LF supporters cursed Hassan
Nasrallah during a protest in Riad al-Solh Square, Hezbollah supporters turned up and scuffles ensued.
However, in other cases the overt assaults targeted regular protestors, as when Amal and Hezbollah supporters on October 29th raided a protester camp in Martyrs’ Square and assaulted protesters and news
reporters on Ring Bridge in downtown Beirut. Although the protests overall declined after Hariri’s resignation the same day, Future Movement supporters soon joined the demonstrations and chanted partisan
slogans. This is politicising the protest movement even further and risks making the uprising a partisan
affair between rival political camps, also raising the risks of political and even sectarian violence.
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Map of protests and roadblocks
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Wave of wildfires hits Lebanon
On October 14th an unusual wave of wildfires spread across many parts of Lebanon. Civil Defence recorded more than 100 separate wildfires over the first 24 hours alone, and experts assess that the total
ended up exceeding 200. Fires were reported in Akkar, Zgharta, Dinniyeh, Bint Jbeil, Nabatieh, Aley, Metn,
Keserwan and Chouf districts, with the latter three hit particularly hard. The fires claimed the life of two
Civil Defence volunteers and injured dozens of other people while scores of cars and private residences
suffered varying degrees of damage. A total area exceeding 1,500 hectares of forest was scorched, undoing 20 years of forest conservation efforts according to the Association for Forest Development and Conservation with an estimated total of 40 years needed to recover from all the damage done.
The wildfires once again clearly highlighted the gaps in the Lebanese authorities' crisis management capabilities. Relying on volunteers rather than full-time paid employees, suffering severe shortfalls due to
government neglect/defunding, and having equipment mostly meant for urban firefighting, the Lebanese
Civil Defence (with the help of ISF and LAF) was unable to respond adequately from the start in spite of
their best efforts. Tellingly, three firefighting helicopters donated to the Lebanese government were nonoperational due to a lack of maintenance. The authorities thus had to request help from the UNIFIL peacekeeping force as well Jordan, Cyprus, Greece, Italy, France and other states. Still, the overall conduct of
the firefighting left much to be desired in terms of organisation, and there were hardly any state-organised evacuations and temporary re-housings. Eventually, Lebanon got decisive help from above when
rainstorms assisted the firefighting efforts on the ground and within a week all fires were doused.
Ideally, the catastrophic scope of the fires and the blatant gaps in disaster management capabilities would
precipitate a rational debate over how such a tragedy could unfold and how it can be prevented from
reoccurring. But in Lebanon no disaster or tragedy is too great to be exploited for narrow political ends
or sectarian incitement. For example, Free Patriotic Movement member Mario Aoun hinted at sectarian
motives behind the fires by claiming they all struck christian areas, implying they were lighted by muslims. This theory obviously ignored that sunni areas in Akkar, druze areas in Aley and Chouf, as well as
shiite areas in southern Lebanon were also affected. Other politicians and some ordinary Lebanese, including “Mrs Progress 2019” Rebecca Nassar accused Syrian refugees of starting the fires. This theory
however ignores that most fires occurred in districts with few Syrians (like Metn and Keserwan) while
areas with large refugee populations like Bekaa were spared. One Syrian man was arrested in Mount
Lebanon, but this after simply setting fire to a pile of garbage on the order of his Lebanese employer, with
ISF saying he had no intention to start any wildfires. The security forces however arrested one Lebanese
national previously convicted for arson for deliberately starting fires near Saida. Additionally, some of
the fires also appear to have been the work of people burning down forest shrubbery to better allow for
illegally cutting down trees and logging timber ahead of the coming winter.
The main reasons for most of the scorched earth was however a combination of forest mismanagement
(not taking care of the dense biomass which acts as natural fuel during fires) and something as mundane
as the weather. The Lebanese authorities had been warned by experts in the beginning of the dry season
from June that an ongoing heatwave was greatly increasing the risk of fires, but did not react. And in midOctober, Lebanon then witnessed another wave of unseasonably hot and dry weather combined with
strong winds feeding the erupting fires. The situation was somewhat similar in neighbouring Syria where
numerous wildfires struck from the country's coastal region to the western countryside of Homs, with
the same devastating impact. In Syria however, a more rational dialogue was held as the fires were universally attributed to the weather and the carelessness of illegal loggers, waste disposers, farmers and
picnic-goers. But as there are very few political points to score in something as intangible as crisis management, and as Lebanon currently finds itself in a state of political and economic chaos, the Lebanese
authorities are extremely unlikely to be better equipped the next time a natural disaster strikes.
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Map of security developments

North:
Tripoli’s Nour Square quickly
emerged as the northern focal point
of the popular uprising but witnessed hardly any of the riots or violent clashes with security forces
seen in nearby Beddawi or in Beirut.

Beirut:
Downtown Beirut was the cradle
of the popular uprising and became the site of numerous violent
encounters between anti-government protesters, partisan activists and security forces.

Mount Lebanon:
Apart from numerous roadblocks and
protests along the coastal highway
north and south of Beirut as well as
along the international highway to Damascus, Mount Lebanon was largely
unaffected by the uprising.
Bekaa:
The uprising paralysed traffic along
the main highways and secondary
roads in the Bekaa throughout the
second half of October but most
roadblocks had been lifted by LAF
and ISF towards month’s end.

Palestinian camps:
The Palestinian camps in Lebanon
were completely calm in October
as the Lebanese uprising took centre stage, although Palestinians
did celebrate when Minister of Labour Camille Abu Suleiman and
the other Lebanese Forces ministers resigned from the cabinet.

Blue line:
On October 31st Hezbollah fired an antiaircraft missile at an Israeli drone over
Nabatieh but it apparently missed and
the ongoing stability along the Blue Line
has therefore remained intact.
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Northern Lebanon
Developments in northern Lebanon
Like the rest of the country, northern Lebanon also witnessed continuous civil unrest from October 17 th
onwards, with Tripoli emerging as a natural national epicentre of the protests second only to Beirut. Only
hours after the demonstrations in Beirut where initiated, a large crowd of protesters began gathering in
Tripoli’s Nour Square. It started off with angry activists burning tires and turned to acts of outrights vandalism that quickly spread to other parts of the city, similar to the evolution seen on the first day of protests in Beirut. Over the following 24 hours, protesters tore down posters of Saad Hariri, Najib Mikati and
Faisal Karami around Tripoli while a group of activists protested and burned tires in front of Mikati’s
private residence in al-Mina. Other activists stormed the Jabal Mohsen office of Mikati’s alawite ally in
parliament Ali Darwish, while Free Patriotic Movement offices were vandalised in Jabal Mohsen, al-Mina
as well as in Kafr Shallan in Dinniyeh district. In nearby Zgharta, the stronghold of the Marada Movement,
protesters burned posters of party leader Suleiman Frangieh’s son and heir Tony. Protests and roadblocks were also reported around the wider north, including on the Zgharta-Ehden road, on the HalbaBerqayel road, on the Bireh-Qobaiyat road, on the coastal highway south of Tripoli at Chekka and
Qalamoun and in Halba, Tal Abbas, Aabdeh, Muhammara, Qobaiyat, Kafr Hazir and Wadi Jammous.
In a far from unique case, on October 18 th, former parliamentarian and Future Movement rival Mosbah
Ahdab arrived in Nour Square to try to capitalise politically on the uprising by expressing support for the
protesters. But when activists threw water bottles at him and urged him to leave the scene while denouncing him as a member of the despised political establishment, Ahdab’s bodyguards opened indiscriminate fire into the crowd, killing two protesters and injuring at least six more. Ahdab’s blatant opportunism and the senseless brutality of his bodyguards proved a tragic example of just how detached
the ruling class is from normal Lebanese and how obliviously it disregarded the depths of the popular
resentment towards itself. Ahdab’s bodyguard’s shooting could have changed the trajectory of the protests in a dangerous direction, but fortunately it did not. Seemingly learning nothing from the incident,
Future Movement officials two days later opened fired on protesters trying to storm a party office in alMina, albeit fortunately without causing any casualties. Despite shootings by elite loyalists, protesters in
Tripoli managed to transform the demonstration in Nour Square along the lines of the one ongoing in
Beirut’s Riad al-Solh Square. From October 19th onwards, the Nour Square rally evolved positively into
something more reminiscent of a large street party with many thousands of activists, artists, DJs and
families peacefully and festively protesting the ruling elites. As the Nour Square protest has also managed
to avoid a declining protester turnout, it is considered by some activists to be the guiding light of the
uprising. The first 12 days saw no reports of party flags or slogans being touted, no counter-demonstrations by party loyalists and no serious scuffles between protesters and state security forces in the Nour
Square protests – making Tripoli initially stand out by hosting the unrest least impacted by political infiltration. It is also the area in Lebanon where demonstrations have continued most forcefully even after
Hariri’s resignation as protester turnout declined elsewhere. But the following involvement of Future
Movement supporters did add an increasingly partisan character to parts of the protests.
Unrelated to the protests, on October 8th LAF Intelligence officers arrested Tripolitan salafist cleric Sheikh
Kanaan Naji on terrorism charges for his suspected role in the June terrorist attack in the city by Islamic
State affiliate Abdelrahman al-Mabsout. As we reported at the time, Naji has a long history of salafist
militancy and several of his immediate associates were arrested on suspicious of having provided weapons and money for Mabsout’s terrorist operation. Naji was reportedly also wanted on suspicion of other
terrorism cases but unspecified high-profile political cover had prevented his arrest both before and after
the terrorist attack in early June. It is now clear that this political cover has been lifted to ensure his arrest.
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Map of developments northern Lebanon
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The Bekaa Valley
Developments in the Bekaa Valley
The Bekaa Valley has been the region of Lebanon least affected by the ongoing popular uprising against
the political establishment. Nevertheless, the unrest was still far more significant than anything witnessed in the region since the civil war. Demonstrations and roadblocks immediately began on October
17th and remained heavily concentrated along the entire length of the two main highways, including in
Jdita, Qab Elias, Chtaura, Bar Elias, Masnaa, Taalabaya, Zahle, Ferzol, Ablah, Riyak, Tamnine al-Fawqa,
Brital, Doures, Baalbek, Tal Abyad, Labweh and Fakiha. On secondary roads, protest and roadblocks took
place in Job Jennine, al-Marj, in the Rashaya-Dahr al-Ahmar junction, in Deir al-Qar, Ras al-Ain and Hermel. Roadblocks with stones, sand, garbage bins and vehicles greatly outnumbered the actual protests,
the only significant ones of which were held in Chtaurta, Bar Elias, Taalabaya, Zahle, Baalbek and Hermel.
The protests and roadblocks had an immense obstructing impact on movement in the region but were
otherwise surprisingly void of the destructive vandalism seen elsewhere. After nearly a week, LAF and
ISF began reopening the roads following orderly negotiations with the protesters. However, many roadblocks were quickly re-established and scuffles between activists and Hezbollah supporters erupted in
several locations in northern Bekaa, especially after some local demonstrations became politicised by
partisan elements. The number of demonstrations and roadblocks finally dropped permanently after
Hariri’s resignation on October 29 th but persistent localised protest groups – some showing support for
Hariri and others deeming his resignation insufficient – continued to carry out minor demonstrations
and roadblocks in the area south of Zahle, including at Taalabaya, Qab Elias, Jdita, Ghazzeh and al-Marj.
Apart from the surge in civil unrest, the security situation in the Bekaa remains largely unchanged. Armed
clashes between state security forces and local clansmen and other armed groups remain extremely rare.
Only one incident was witnessed in October, occurring on the 14th when unidentified gunmen opened
fire on a Customs Directorate patrol in Hawr Taala south of Baalbek without causing any injuries. The
low level of violence between security forces and local clans most likely reflects the low rate of raids and
arrests targeting prominent clan and crime leaders. Only one such incident was reported in October when
LAF arrested Talal Nasreddine in Hermel on the 14 th, which did not cause any clashes.
However, local clans and crime groups continue to engage in regular armed clashes with each other more
than once per week on average. On October 8th a dispute between Jaafar and Nasreddine clansmen escalated into armed clashed in al-Qasr village north of Hermel. Four days later, a dispute between Diqa and
Berro clansmen escalated into clashes with assault rifles and RPGs in Hizzine town west of Baalbek. On
the 20th a dispute between Wehbe and Solh families escalated into clashes in Baalbek city, the following
day a dispute between Chuman and Ashhab families escalated into gunfire in Sereen near Riyak, while
on the 31st a dispute between Qaddour and Halloum families led to a shooting that left two dead in al-Ain.
Separately more serious crime incidents also remain a threat in the Bekaa, especially kidnappings which
appear to have become gradually more common during 2019. On October 10th a local christian was abducted by suspected shiite clansmen near Zahle before being beaten up, robbed of his vehicle and then
dumped on the side of the road in the clan bastion of Boudai north-west of Baalbek. The incident fanned
sectarian tensions in the Bekaa between christians of Zahle and shiites from northern Bekaa, prompting
the intervention of Minister of State for Presidential Affairs Salim Jreissati – a Zahle native – to supress
tensions and call for the arrest of the assailants, although without success. Just four days later, another
young male was abducted by his cousins in Bar Elias while on the 17 th an adolescent was abducted by
older relatives in nearby al-Marj but was quickly rescued by security forces. For a more detailed study of
the gradual increase in abductions and kidnappings in Bekaa this year, feel free to contact us directly.
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Beirut and Mount Lebanon
Developments in Beirut and Mount Lebanon
The October popular uprising in Lebanon began in downtown Beirut in the afternoon of the 17th just
hours after Minister of Telecommunications Muhammed Choucair confirmed plans to tax WhatsApp and
other voice-call applications. Initially, a few hundred protesters gathered for a demonstration in Riad alSolh but then began to roam in the streets of the capital, attracting thousands more. The protesters arrived in front of the Bank Audi headquarters just as Minister of Education Akram Chehayeb’s convoy was
trying to leave the area. One of Chehayeb’s bodyguards jumped on the roof of the car and emptied the
clip in his assault rifle into the air to scare off the protesters. However, when he ran out of ammunition a
female protester kicked him in the groin in an episode caught on video and becoming a symbol of the
protest movement. The incident could have changed the course of the uprising had it turned deadly but
the ministerial convoy fled the scene, galvanising protester momentum even further. Demonstrations
and roadblocks then sprang up across the capital in the Salim Salam tunnel, the Adlieh roundabout, Sassine Square, Bechara al-Khouri Boulevard, the Cola Intersection, the Old Airport Road, the Doura Intersection, the Tayyouna roundabout, the Mar Mikhael Church junction, Mirna Chalouhi Boulevard, Corniche
al-Mazraa, Sanayeh, Furn al-Chebak, Verdun, and parts of Dahieh as well as the wider country.
The growing number of protesters eventually regathered in Riad al-Solh Square and other parts of downtown started bonfires and began vandalising property in the area. The destructive unrest prompted the
deployment of LAF soldiers and ISF riot police officers, who soon began to forcefully drive the protesters
away from Riad al-Solh and Martyrs’ Square. The following day another, larger round of demonstrations
was held in Beirut, with the epicentre in Riad al-Solh Square. The crackdown by security forces against
the protesters the day before had fuelled serious resentment towards LAF and ISF, which led to even
more violent scuffles between activists and security forces on the evening of October 18 th. Dozens of protesters and members of the security forces were injured in the scuffles, prompting the security forces to
get more heavy-handed in their bid to remove the activists from the area. According to activists, journalists, videos and rights organisation, security forces used excessive force such as beatings and brutal arrests. The violence on October 17th-18th changed the trajectory of the uprising, and actually in a positive
way. The next morning, activists gathered in Riad al-Solh Square and Martyrs’ Square to clean up the
mess from the night before. And from that moment the protests assumed a more festive form with families, partying and music, creating a more amical atmosphere that security forces would not supress. Thus,
the stage was set for daily protests in downtown Beirut attended by tens of thousands if not more.
However, on October 21st adjacent parts of Beirut began to witness mobilisation by loyalist activists.
Scores of motorcyclists carrying Amal and Hezbollah flags headed to downtown, where they were prevented by LAF from reaching the protesters in Riad al-Solh Square. The same evening, hundreds Amal
and Hezbollah supporters gathered in Dahieh and cursed the so-called revolution. On October 23 rd-25th
Hezbollah supporters arriving in Riad al-Solh Square scuffled on a daily basis with security forces and
protesters who insulted Hassan Nasrallah. Publicly, Hezbollah urged its supporters to leave the protests
to avoid tarnishing the movement’s image. But when hundreds of Hezbollah and Amal supporters on
October 29th descended on downtown Beirut and thrashed the protester camp and assaulted anti-government activists, few believed it was not approved by party leaders. LAF and ISF were eventually able
to separate the two groups and restore a sense of order. Separate to these developments, FPM supporters
held pro-government protests in Hadath, Baabda, Jounieh and Mazraat Yachouh, where they (allegedly
aided by State Security officers) attacked anti-government protesters. The size and number of protests
decreased after Hariri’s resignation on the 29th but the increasing presence of Future Movement activists
in the streets since raises the risk of more violent encounters involving partisan activists.
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Southern Lebanon
Developments in southern Lebanon
The ongoing popular uprising sweeping across Lebanon from October 17 th onwards spread immediately
to the south in ways that would previously have seemed inconceivable. Demonstrations immediately
broke out in the streets of Saida, Tyre and Nabatieh as well as smaller towns like Marjayoun. Dozens of
roadblocks were erected in and around the major cities, including practically all roads in and out of Nabatieh as well as the coastal highway between Tyre and Saida. In contrast to Beirut, there were no reported
crackdowns on protesters on the evening of October 17th. That would change the next day when the audacity of the protest movement and the loss of fear of the establishment became adamantly clear. On
Friday October 18th demonstrations were launched in Saida, Tyre, Nabatieh, Hasbaya, Zahrani, Ghazieh,
Tebnine, Marjayoun and even Bint Jbeil. In Tyre’s al-Alam Square, the city’s main protest venue, protesters chanted ‘Nabih Berri is a thief’ on live TV. Other activists gathered outside, and in some cases tried to
storm, the residences and/or offices of Amal parliamentarians Yassine Jaber in Nabatieh, Ali Bazzi in Bint
Jbeil and Hani Qubaisi in Tyre. The next day, rioters vandalised properties belonging to Berri’s wife Randa
and other prominent figures affiliated with Amal while protesters in Tyre took the unbelievable step of
destroying posters of Berri and Amal founder Musa Sadr publicly. There were also reports that activists
protested in front of the residence of Hezbollah parliamentary bloc leader Muhammed Raad.
It was the most significant display of popular anger towards the two shiite parties ever seen in south
Lebanon, albeit with Amal facing the brunt of the rage. And it was expected to prompt a backlash. Over
October 18th-19th, videos documented unarmed and armed Amal supporters roaming the streets and intimidating protesters and journalists in Tyre and other parts of the south. In Nabatieh, Yassine Jaber’s
bodyguards fired at protesters outside the parliamentarian’s residence. In Tyre, Amal supporters armed
with sticks and other blunt weapons clashed with/assaulted activists having criticised the party and its
leader. A similar crackdown by Amal supporters continued over the following days and spread to Bint
Jbeil and Nabatieh, where municipal police participated on the loyalist side. More than a dozen protesters
were injured and there emerged unconfirmed reports of deaths. On October 24 th, five members of the
Nabatieh municipal council resigned to protest the crackdown by Amal supporters and police on antigovernment protesters in front of the Grand Serail the day before. Two more resigned days later. The
days-long violent crackdown on protesters across the south – occurring in the conspicuous absence of
LAF and ISF – contrasted with the carnivalesque character the protests had then taken in Beirut and
Tripoli. This particularly upsetting situation in the south prompted solidarity chants by sunni protesters
in Tripoli and druze protesters in Chouf roughly translating into ‘Tyre, Tyre Tyre, we will revolt for you’,
one of the clearest signs of the early cross-sectarian nation-wide solidarity among the protesters. However, the repression succeeded in curbing the protests in the south and on the 23rd a large banner of Berri
was re-installed in Tyre’s al-Alam Square by party supporters. The number of demonstrations and roadblocks declined even further after Hariri’s resignation on October 29 th, although persistent anti-establishment activists and Future Movement supporters continue intermittent protests in central Saida.
Completely unrelated, on October 4th the Judicial Council issued verdicts in the murder case involving six
members of Palestinian islamist militia Osbat al-Ansar accused of killing four judges in a Saida court in
1999. The verdict expectedly reflected Osbat al-Ansar’s covert cooperation with the Lebanese authorities
in eliminating fringe extremist groups in Ain al-Helweh over the past few years. Indeed, the ruling acquitted the only Osbat al-Ansar member in detention due to a lack of evidence, while four suspects being tried
in absentia as they remain in hiding were handed death sentences. Thus, the Lebanese authorities could
claim victory for justice due to the four death sentences, while Osbat al-Ansar could rejoice as none of its
members will be punished, unless the four convicts are apprehended – which is unlikely.
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Future developments
Political developments
The outgoing Lebanese cabinet will function in a caretaker capacity until a new one is formed. It is unclear
when this will happen as President Aoun has yet to begin consultations with the parliamentary blocs for
the nomination of a prime minister. As explained above, in the current circumstances other sunni leaders
will be reluctant to volunteer for prime minister and the FPM-Hezbollah-Amal camp has good reasons to
prefer Hariri leading a new government over forming a narrow March 8 th-leaning cabinet. Thus, Hariri
seems the most likely candidate to be nominated prime minister. The nomination will depend on Hariri’s
conditions for the next cabinet. Sources inform that he demands either a government staffed only by
technocrats, or a new unity government filled with politicians excluding the most controversial ministers
of the outgoing one, first and foremost Gibran Bassil. He might be open to a hybrid model including both
technocrats and politicians as long as controversial figures are excluded. If Hariri’s preconditions are not
met by the FPM, Hezbollah and Amal, he will likely refuse to return as prime minister.
The nature of the next government will ultimately depend on the FPM, both party founder President
Michel Aoun and his heir Bassil. The FPM is at peak influence, holding the presidency, a quarter of the
parliament and one-third of the outgoing cabinet. It is extremely unlikely to use this influence to midwife
a cabinet in which it holds no seats, regardless of the merits of a technocratic government. Indeed, Aoun’s
advisor Pierre Raffoul and other FPM officials have ruled out the formation of a cabinet consisting only
of politically independent technocrats. Amal and Hezbollah have similarly opposed a technocratic government on much the same grounds. The FPM and Amal will surely also resist calls for snap elections at
a time of waning popularity. The PSP also favours a new government staffed by politicians except Bassil
and other controversial ministers from the current one, which Amal and Hezbollah could likely agree to.
Notably, the PSP opposed both Hariri’s resignation and attempts to isolate Hezbollah politically, proving
the depths of the PSP-Hezbollah reconciliation and hinting at its desire for a new unity cabinet.
This is however where the essential issue of Bassil’s role enters. The question is if the FPM leader can be
persuaded to leave his current position as minister of foreign affairs and either assume a lesser role (if
Hariri can accept that) or leave the cabinet entirely. If so, this would likely allow for the “quick” formation
of a new government. Bassil’s popularity is at an all-time low and has caused fragmentation in FPM ranks.
Exactly as we predicted in our June 2018 report, Bassil’s Strong Lebanon parliamentary bloc proved far
from coherent in times of crisis as two of those mentioned then, Chamel Roukoz and Naemet Frem, have
now left the bloc and rumours that Michel Mouawad could follow suit. More worryingly for Bassil, his
declining popularity and support erode his long-term chances of becoming president in 2022 (his perceived end goal) and raising Suleiman Frangieh’s accordingly. If Bassil senses that bowing to pressure
signals weakness and emboldens his rivals, he may resist compromise. This likely means the presidential
settlement between Aoun and Hariri will definitively break, the FPM-Hezbollah alliance comes under unprecedented stress, and Lebanese politics could fall deeper into chaos. If Bassil however senses that concessions are his only option, the FPM may very well opt for the “compromise” of accepting but stalling
the formation of a mixed technocratic-political cabinet to buy time and ease Bassil’s de facto demotion.

Other developments
Determined anti-government activists and partisan supporters opposed to the FPM-Amal-Hezbollah alliance will likely continue to carry out protests in the main squares in Beirut, Tripoli and Saida in November. These may be coupled with intermittent roadblocks in rural areas in the north and in central Bekaa.
The increasingly partisan nature of the civil unrest could lead to more violent encounters between supports of rival parties, especially if/when the difficult cabinet formation ahead raises political tensions.
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Our services in Lebanon
Analytical services
Lebanon Monthly Report: 20-30 pages covering all political, economic,
humanitarian, and security developments in Lebanon as well as delivering
a range of future forecasts and highly detailed maps.
Lebanon Awareness App: A unique app with in-depth background
insights, detailed maps, risk assessments, updated analysis, 24/7 live
security alerts, and a range of emergency functions.
Tailored area reports: 20-50 pages covering local developments,
threats, maps, forecasts and practical security recommendations.

About us
Atlas Assistance is a small dedicated company supporting a long
range of humanitarian, diplomatic and commercial actors
across the MENA region from our
offices in Beirut and Tunis.
We are specialised in delivering
analytical and security solutions
based on a deep understanding
of local contexts and what actually works on the ground.

Consultancy services
Security and emergency plans: Full design/review of Lebanon security and
emergency plans. Includes security situation, threats, maps, responsibilities,
guidelines, SOPs, templates, and emergency response plans.

For more information about our
work, please visit our website:
www.atlasassistance.org

Risk assessments: Assessments of risks in Lebanon relating to an
organisation’s operational context, sites, movements, and staff. Final
report with findings and practical recommendations for
improvements.

For specific requests, please
send us an email:
services@atlasassistance.org

Field visit/delegation support: Assessments of and recommenddations for planned routes and visits. Also includes a briefing email
with latest updates and standby support during the entire trip.

LinkedIn

Twitter

Training services
Security and emergency management: A two-day course hosting up
to 12 participants. Day one includes a long range of tailored security
management workshops, while day two takes participants through
various realistic emergency management simulations.
Personal security training: A two-day course hosting up to 15
participants. Day one focusing on personal security awareness, threat
exposure, and best practise responses, while day two is fully dedicated
to practical outdoor security scenario simulations.
Personal security training for partner staff: A two-day course
hosting up to 15 NGO partner staff. Day one focusing on field security
awareness, local threats, and best practise responses, while day two is
fully dedicated to practical outdoor security scenario simulations.
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Atlas
Assistance
Disclaimer and copyrights
Atlas Assistance has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information in this monthly report at
the time of its production. However,
the organisation and its staff cannot
be held responsible for any loss, injury, or inconvenience resulting from
the use of information found in it.
All rights reserved. No parts of this
document may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any
means under a different name without prior consent of Atlas Assistance.
Requests for such permissions and
any questions regarding the content
of this report should be addressed to:
contact@atlasassistance.org
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